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Section D.2: Planned Facility 


Attach the following information regarding the proposed location of the new school. 


D.2-1. Identify the proposed location of new school by providing cross streets that would be the center 
of a 2.5 mile radius.  


The intersection of Bullard and Cactus Road, Surprise, AZ 85379 


D.2-2. Describe the facility size and layout suitable for implementing the Educational Plan. 
Legacy Traditional School – Surprise will build a new, 70,000 sq ft facility.  At final build out this facility 


will have 40 classrooms, 5,000 sq ft of office space, and an 8,000 sq ft multipurpose room.  The site 


needs a minimum of 120 parking spaces, which will be very useful during evening and weekend 


community events.  The proposed site plan calls for separate playground areas, for the Kindergarten and 


1st grade students, and the 2nd – 6th grade students.  In addition to the playgrounds, the site will also 


house baseball, soccer, and football fields for the junior high sports.   


 
D.2-3. Describe the timeline for acquiring a suitable facility by the start date identified in Section 7. A 


reasonable general schedule for acquisition and development of a site: 


 -          August 15: letter of intent signed for acquisition of site 


-          Sept 15: preliminary site design complete; purchase contract finalized for site acquisition 


-          Nov 1: construction drawing development complete; plans in to city for permit 


-          Dec 15: city permits obtained; general contractor contract in place; commence construction 


-          June 1: construction complete; begin furniture install and fixturization 


-          July 1: prepared for classroom instruction 


 








10. Operational Plan 
Attach a clear, specific and concise response regarding the operational plan for the entity requesting 
replication. The expected page length for all three questions is no more than one page. 
10-1.      Describe the organization’s strategic growth plan and desired outcomes over the next five years 
in Arizona. Include: number of schools with grades served including expansion progression, projected 
opening dates, and projected number of students served. 
 
The organizational development plan estimates aggressive growth over the next five years.  At a 
minimum, one school per year will be built in Arizona. Target start dates for these schools will continue 
to be based on neighboring schools. The organization currently serves 8,000 K-8 students in the eight 
managed schools throughout Arizona.  The organization projects to have a minimum of 14,000 students 
enrolled in Legacy Traditional Schools by 2020. The organization will continue to explore additional 
grades served in current and future Legacy Traditional Schools. Expansion to new and existing Legacy 
Traditional Schools will be regularly evaluated based on demand.          


  
10-2.      Summarize the organization’s capacity to support the quality and long-term academic and 
operational success and financial viability of the replication school, and proposed growth of the school 
over the next three years. 
 
The organization has demonstrated the capacity to support high quality academic outcomes, 
operational success and positive financial outcomes. Each of Legacy Traditional Schools received an “A” 
label for their 2013-2014 academic performances. The 151 combined charter school system points 
awarded Legacy Traditional Schools the highest score among all K-8 school districts and charter systems 
in the state.  Additionally, Legacy Traditional Schools have the greatest quantifiable operational success 
as measured by the highest student membership among all K-8 charter systems in the state. Finally, the 
replication school meets the Board’s Financial Performance Expectations. The proposed growth of the 
school over the course of three years is based on the organization’s findings from previous openings and 
the schools’ three year trend. The organization forecasts the enrollment to be 70% of the school’s 
capacity during its inaugural year and a 5% to 10% increase in enrollment each succeeding year.     


10-3.      Discuss your operational capacity to open and operate schools successfully, including lessons 
learned from past expansion, and how you plan to avoid or minimize challenges in the replication 
school. 


The organization has successfully demonstrated the operational capacity to open and operate schools 
successfully. In five academic years, the organization has opened five schools and increased student 
enrollment by 299%. The 85 member ESP provides support and related field expertise to existing and 
new schools. In an effort to minimize challenges related to all facets of opening a new school, the ESP 
created and recruited a Chief Development Officer to join the executive management team.  


 


 









































Educational Plan 
9-1. Provide a description of the charter holder’s philosophical approach to improving pupil achievement. Include how 
this philosophy has impacted the success of the existing school. If a different population will be served in the new 
school, how does this philosophical approach apply? Legacy Traditional Schools globally accredited program of 
instruction provides a solid foundation of fundamental and higher thinking skills through a structured curriculum aligned 
to the Arizona College and Career Ready Standards that is consistent within each grade level and sequential throughout 
the grades.  The kindergarten through eighth grade curriculum is taught using direct teaching techniques and whole 
class instruction. Our goal is to create and maintain a school culture where students are healthy, safe, engaged, 
supported and challenged. Our core values include work ethics, integrity, leadership, discipline, teamwork, and 
character. The “Back to Basics” academic model, emphasis on high expectations, structure, patriotism, rigor, character, 
consistency and responsibility has gained positive community recognition in Casa Grande. This proven approach has 
improved pupil academic achievement as evident by the high pass and growth percentile measured by AIMS. This 
approach has also enabled pupils the ability to function highly as responsible citizens in society as evident by stakeholder 
satisfaction surveys and secondary school feedback.   A market analysis suggests the population of the Surprise school 
will be similar to the population of the Casa Grande School.  
9-2. Describe the existing program of instruction of the current school, including methods of instruction and 
curriculum for the core academic content areas, which supports this philosophy and aligns to Arizona Academic 
Standards. Legacy Traditional School- Casa Grande "teaches the curriculum" at the speed and pace in which it is 
intended. The methods of instructional delivery are designed to meet the needs of the high end of the class rather than 
slowing the delivery pace curriculum for a few. Students struggling are provided with additional help, interventions and 
tools to succeed. LTS uses a direct instructional model, also known as “Teacher-Centered Instruction” for all grades.  The 
Teacher-Centered Instruction is a highly focused method of direct instruction and scripted strategy which provides a fast 
pace and constant interaction between the teachers and students.  As noted by the National Institute for Direct 
Instruction, “Direct Instruction is a model for teaching that emphasizes well-developed and carefully planned lessons 
designed around small learning increments and clearly defined and prescribed teaching tasks. It is based on the theory 
that clear instruction eliminating misinterpretations can greatly improve and accelerate learning”. In keeping with the 
Direct Instructional model, LTS uses a method of instruction that features incremental skill introduction which provides 
sequential learning through progressive complex concepts and skills.  Throughout the teaching process, teachers are 
sensitive to the needs of each individual student and carefully monitor their progress.  The major benefit is that students 
receive instruction directly from a highly effective teacher, rather than from a peer, or through self-learning.  In an effort 
to ensure the reliability of instruction, and the overall program of instruction, LTS employs a full-time Principal, Assistant 
Principal and Instructional Coach at each campus.  The LTS traditional program features a structured curriculum, aligned 
to Arizona College and Career Ready Standards, which develops a solid foundation of key skills and focuses on the 
achievement of high level thinking abilities.  By adopting a uniform curriculum across all associate schools, LTS has 
maintained consistency within each grade level, and ensured sequential learning as student’s advance to subsequent 
grades.  This sequential growth begins the process of establishing a rich academic legacy within all students. As a back-
to-basics program of instruction, an elevated emphasis is placed on Reading, Writing and Mathematics.  In addition to 
the special emphasis on core subjects, LTS teaches Social Studies, Science, Physical Education, Music, Visual and 
Performing Arts, Library/Research, Computers, and Foreign Language.  The back-to-basics Language Arts curriculum at 
LTS utilizes the evidence based Spalding International LA program. This phonics based curriculum is comprised of daily 
grammar instruction, spelling, vocabulary, continued reading fluency, comprehension instruction, and the six (6) traits of 
writing. This curriculum builds upon the skills mastered in the previous grades/lessons and continues to expand the 
knowledge of each student. This program exceeds the requirements of the Arizona LA standards. The back-to-basics 
Mathematics curriculum at LTS utilizes the evidence based Saxon program.  This comprehensive, sequential and spiraling 
curriculum exceeds the requirements of the Arizona Common Core Standards - Mathematics and provides for a 
continual flow of learning through the incremental introduction of new concepts and ideas, which are mastered through 
daily practice. Mastery of each unit is required of every student, with mastery being 80% or higher. Through this 
approach, students can review daily what they learned previously, and add a new piece of knowledge to their vast 
growing storehouse of information.  The certified and highly qualified instructors follow the evidence based, Madeline 
Hunter’s 7 Steps of Instruction in lesson planning and the implementation of the curriculum in their individual 
classrooms.  The successful implementation of these steps provides students with a greater opportunity to effectively 
learn and master the skills and concepts presented.   







Educational Plan 
9-3. Present an explanation of how the implementation of the existing program of instruction meets the needs of the 
proposed target population. The target population is seeking a proven program of instruction offered by a globally 
accredited charter school system to provide a learning environment that improves student academic achievement. 
Legacy Traditional Schools has demonstrated the ability to implement its back-to-basics program of instruction to 
students in Kindergarten through eighth grade better than all other LEAs in the state. With over 8000 students enrolled 
in eight, “A” rated associates schools located throughout the state, LTS has the experience, infrastructure and capacity 
to meet the needs of this target population.   The needs will be met by executing a complete replication of the 
implemented program of instruction seen at each of Legacy’s schools. The key components of a proven formula that will 
be utilized to identify the initial essentials of the target population include communication, stakeholder engagement, 
professional development, assessment, data analysis, remediation, implementation and accountability.   
9-4. Describe the level of proficiency that students must obtain to demonstrate mastery of academic core content 
and clear criteria for promotion from one level to the next. Both Language Arts and Mathematics curricula are 
structured programs that align directly with Arizona standards to ensure the proper education of all students.  Teachers 
work with individual students and their parents to ensure that they remain accountable for their progress and are 
learning the curriculum in the manner recommended. The LTS grading scale is reflected below for all grades. Students 
demonstrate mastery of a skill when they score an 80% or better on an assessment or when the instructor determines 
that they have mastered the skill, whether through direct observation and/or other means. LTS firmly believes that 
academic promotion is the way to best prepare students to succeed throughout their school years, and then throughout 
life.  The LTS remediation program is designed to intervene early on, when concerns are first detected, to ensure all 
students are adequately prepared for promotion to subsequent grades. LTS submitted a K-3 Literacy Plan to the Arizona 
State Board of Education to target reading in early years and to ensure all 3rd grade students Meet or Exceed the annual 
state assessment each year, thus promoting them to 4th grade. LTS has also developed a four-pronged measure to 
ensure that students are adequately prepared for promotion to the next grade level.  Each area contains two-tiered 
criteria for promotion, with the bottom tier indicating students that are having problems with mastery of the current 
grade’s curriculum.  If students are promoted based on the lower criteria in any subject area, additional corrective action 
will be taken to ensure that students obtain full mastery in the subsequent year. 
Requirement Number One 
The student has achieved master level in Reading, Writing, and Math for at least the final two quarters of the term. 
(Or) The student Approaches the mastery level in Reading, Writing, and Math.  (An individualized plan will be developed) 
Requirement Number Two 
The student has achieved master level in Social Studies and Science for at least the final two quarters of the term. 
(Or) The student Approaches the mastery levels in Social Studies and Science.  (An individualized plan will be developed) 
Requirement Number Three 
The student Meets or Exceeds the state standardized assessments for Reading and Math or the student has 
demonstrated mastery on the final grade-level standardized test at the end of each school 
(Or) The student has shown growth on the state standardized assessments for Reading and Math or the student has 
shown growth on the final grade-level standardized test at the end of each school. 
Requirement Number Four 
The student achieves 95% or better attendance. 
(Or) Less than 95% due to documented illness. 
Students who have met the top criteria in each of these four required areas will automatically be promoted to the next 
grade level.  Students, who have not met the mastery levels on requirements 1 or 2, will be reviewed via consultation 
with the instructor of their standardized test scores and attendance to determine promotion. In cases where mastery 
has been demonstrated for requirements 1 and 2, but standardized test scores have not met the standards, 
requirements 1, 2, and 4 will be used in discussions with the teacher to determine promotion.  Final promotion decisions 
will be made by the Administration based on the 4 requirements and the recommendation of the student’s instructor.  
*Exception to LTS Retention Policy is ARS § 15-701 Move on When Reading.  
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Legacy Traditional School – Casa Grande 
Board Meeting Minutes 


 
Date:  April 25, 2014  
Start Time:  5:30pm 
Location:  District Office:  3201 S. Gilbert Rd. Bldg. A., Chandler, AZ.  85286 
 


Attendees:      Other Attendees: 
President:  Nathan Schlink                                          Founder:  Aaron Hale 
Vice President / Secretary: William Gregory               CEO:  Dan Bang      
Member: Derek Samuel                             COO:  Teresa Tate 
Member: Jenni Ferrin     CFO:  Corey Kennedy        
                                    Executive Admin Assistant:  Stephanie Gofas 
      


AGENDA 
I. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE 
II. CALL TO ORDER 


I. Meeting called to order at 5:40pm 


III. ROLL CALL 
I. Nathan Schlink, Bill Gregory, Derek Samuel, Jenni Ferrin 


IV. CALL TO THE PUBLIC -This is the time for the public to comment.  Members of the Board may not discuss 
items that are not specifically identified on the agenda.  Therefore, pursuant to A.R.S. § 38-431.01(H), 
action taken as a result of public comment will be limited to directing staff to study the matter, 
responding to any criticism, or scheduling the matter for further consideration and decision at a later 
date. 


I. None 


V. REPORTS 
I. None 


 


VI. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
I. None 


VII. NEW BUSINESS 
I. Benefit Plan for 14/15 


i. Requesting board approval for 14/15 Benefit Plan 
- Motion to approve:  Bill Gregory; Second:  Derek Samuel 
- Passed:  4:0 


 


II. School Financing 
i. Intra School Fund Transfers 


- Requesting board approval for Intra School Fund Transfers: Loans up to $150,000 
proposed for approval for May and June. 


- Motion to approve:  Derek Samuel; Second:  Jenni Ferrin 
- Passed:  4:0 


- Requesting board approval for Intra School Fund Transfers: loans up to $100,000 in April 
- Motion to approve:  Bill Gregory; Second:  Jenni Ferrin 
- Passed:  4:0 
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ii. Lines of Credit 
- Requesting board approval  to obtain bank lines of credit for schools that quality 


- Motion to approve:  Bill Gregory; Second:  Derek Samuel 
- Passed:  4:0 


III. Charter Replications for the following locations:  Surprise, Gilbert, Scottsdale, Glendale, Peoria, 
Mesa, Tucson, Phoenix, Queen Creek 


i. Requesting board approval  for charter replications for the  following locations:  Surprise, 
Gilbert, Scottsdale, Glendale, Peoria, Mesa, Tucson, Phoenix, Queen Creek  


- Motion to approve: Derek Samuel; Second:  Jenni Ferrin 
- Passed: 4:0 


IV. Replication Construction Proposal 
i. Item not discussed, additional information is needed 


- Motion to move agenda item to future meeting, date TBD:  Derek Samuel; Second:  
Jenni Ferrin 


- Passed: 4:0 
 


VIII. ANNOUNCEMENTS 
I. None 


IX. ADJOURNMENT 
I. Meeting adjourned at 6:25 


 








Target Population and Enrollment of New School 
 
7-1. Describe the population of the Replication Model School, including the demographic profile, academic 
performance of students entering the school, and distance travelled by current students.  The demographic profile 
shows a healthy blend of race and ethnicity at the school. Over 90% of LTS – CG students reside within a 10 mile radius 
of the campus and within the Casa Grande Elementary School District (CGESD). To determine the academic performance 
of students entering the school, an examination of Casa Grande Elementary School District’s 2013SY AIMS Pass Rate (PR) 
results in comparison to AZ State results will be provided in the chart below.  
 


Asian or Pacific Islander 4% CGESD 3rd Grade PR Reading / AZ 67/75 CGESD 3rd Grade PR Math/ AZ 60/68 


Black or African-American 4% CGESD 4th Grade PR Reading / AZ 75/77 CGESD 4th Grade PR Math/ AZ 68/64 


Hispanic or Latino  44% CGESD 5th Grade PR Reading / AZ 77/79 CGESD 5th Grade PR Math/ AZ 64/63 


American Indian or 
Alaskan   


2% CGESD 6th Grade PR Reading / AZ 74/80 CGESD 6th Grade PR Math/ AZ 59/63 


White or Caucasian  46% CGESD 7th Grade PR Reading / AZ 83/85 CGESD 7th Grade PR Math/ AZ 64/65 


SpEd 6% CGESD 8th Grade PR Reading / AZ 66/72 CGESD 8th Grade PR Math/ AZ 57/58 


ELL 4% CGESD 5th Grade PR Writing / AZ 49/56 CGESD 4th Grade PR Sci / AZ 50/58 


Free & Reduced Lunch 49% CGESD 6th Grade PR Writing / AZ 43/54 CGESD 8th Grade PR Sci / AZ 57/66 


Gifted and Talented  5% CGESD 7th Grade PR Writing / AZ 39/52 CGESD District Label  B 


 


7-2. Identify the target population of the proposed school, demonstrating a clear understanding of the students the 
school intends to serve, including whether the students will be primarily neighborhood or commuter, current 
levels of academic performance, and a demographic profile.  


 


Legacy Traditional School- Surprise will target students within five miles of the intersection of Bullard and Cactus Road, 
Surprise, AZ 85379.   The area within this five mile radius includes portions of the Dysart Unified and Peoria Unified 
schools districts.  We anticipate the student population of LTS- Surprise will be similar to the demographic characteristics 
of these two districts as indicated in the enrollment census:  Ethnicity: 56% White, 32% Hispanic, 2% Asian, 9% African 
American, and 1% American Indian.  38 % of the student population is eligible for free or reduced-price lunch, 3% are 
English Language Learners and 14% are receiving SPED services.  The majority of the students will be primarily 
neighborhood students in that they are expected to live/travel within 5 miles of the school, however there may be a 
small percentage of students who will live/travel greater than ten miles of LTS- Surprise. To determine the anticipated 
academic performance of students entering the school, an examination of Dysart Unified and Peoria Unified School 
District’s 2013SY AIMS Pass Rate (PR) results in comparison to AZ State results will be provided in the chart below.  
 


  3rd Grade PR     
Reading / 
Math 


4th Grade PR 
Reading / 
Math / Science 


5th Grade PR 
Reading / 
Math / Write 


6th Grade PR 
Reading / 
Math / Write 


7th Grade PR 
Reading / 
Math / Write 


8th Grade PR 
Reading / 
Math / Science 


Dysart 
Label: B 


79/73 78/67/59 80/66/55 80/67/57 87/69/57 76/64/68 


Peoria 
Label: B 


81/73 82/69/68 83/68/62 84/68/59 89/72/60 77/66/71 


AZ 75/68 77/64/58 79/63/56 80/63/54 85/65/52 72/58/66 


 


 


 







Target Population and Enrollment of New School 
 
7-3. Describe the market analysis that supports the successful enrollment of the projected student count from the 


target population. 


According to the results of a market study, a traditional, back to basics K-8 school in not located within a five mile radius 


of the proposed site.   LTS- Surprise has the capacity and infrastructure to provide the Surprise community with high 


quality education and develop an educational environment that improves student academic achievement.  The west 


portion of the greater Phoenix area has grown rapidly in the past decade and now has over 504,000 residents in 24 zip 


codes within a 10 mile radius of the LTS- Surprise site.  The city of Surprise has over 123,546 residents and there are over 


36,942 households with school age children.  According to the Arizona Department of Education, an Average Daily 


Membership (ADM) of 6208 of students in grades K-8 within a three mile radius of the proposed site was reported in 


2014.  LTS-Surprise will target 1300 of these students whose parents seek a tuition free, traditional 


education.  Demographic analysis indicates a sufficient student population for LTS-Surprise. 


 7-4. Describe the enrollment practices, processes, and policies of the existing school, as per A.R.S. § 15-184. 


Legacy Traditional School does not have specific school boundaries and accepts all eligible pupils who submit a timely 


application, unless the number of applications exceeds the capacity of a program, class, and grade level or building. 


Legacy Traditional School provides Free and Appropriate Education to all students and does not limit admission based on 


ethnicity, national origin, gender, income level, religion, disabling condition, proficiency, aptitude, native language or 


athletic ability. Legacy Traditional School provides enrollment preference to pupils returning to the school from any 


subsequent year of enrollment. New students are accepted on a first-come-first –serve basis.  Enrollment preference will 


be provided to applicants that meet the following criteria; 


 All currently enrolled students that re-register for the subsequent school year  


 Students of LTS personnel, including governing board members and management company 


 Siblings of currently enrolled students   


Parents must complete a pre-enrollment questionnaire, enrollment form, and provide immunization records and an 


official birth certificate at the time of registration. A student who has been expelled from another educational 


institution, or who is in the process of being expelled from another educational institution will not be admitted.  All 


parents and students will be required to sign an agreement each school year which states they will comply with the rules 


and policies of LTCS.  


7-5. Describe the enrollment timeframe that will be implemented by the proposed school, to be shared with the 


public. 


Beginning August 2014, Legacy Traditional School – Surprise will initiate an interest list of perspective students enrolling 


in the 2015-2016 school year.  Upon Arizona State Board for Charter Schools’ issuance of the replication charter, LTS – 


Surprise will begin enrolling Kindergarten through 8th grades for the inaugural school year. Clear and transparent 


enrollment practices outlined in section 7-4 will be communicated at various community interest meetings, expressed in 


the student handbook and provided on the LTS website.   


 
 








Replication Application
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Downloads


1. Applicant Agreement


2. Entity Information


Replication Application


Download all files
Note: Please be patient. This may take up to a few minutes to complete depending on the number of files included with this application.


Application Agreement Information
I certify all information contained in this application is complete and accurate, realizing that any misrepresentation could result in disqualification from the replication
application process or revocation after award. I understand that incomplete applications will not be considered.


The Applicant acknowledges that all information presented in the application package, if approved, becomes part of the charter and will be used for accountability
purposes throughout the term of the charter, and that the charter may be amended or modified by mutual agreement, in writing, of the parties pursuant to the terms of
the charter contract when signed.


The Applicant acknowledges that the Principals have read all Arizona statutes regarding charter schools and that, if approved to operate a charter school, the Applicant
is subject to and will ensure compliance with all relevant federal, state and local laws and requirements.


The Applicant acknowledges that the most current academic data will be provided to the Board for its consideration of the application.


The Applicant acknowledges that if approved to operate a charter school, the Applicant must execute a charter contract with the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
(“Board”) within twelve months after the Board decides to grant the charter. If a charter is not timely signed, the Board’s decision to grant the replication charter
expires.


The Applicant acknowledges that if approved to operate a charter school, the Applicant must begin providing educational services no later than the second fiscal year
after the Board’s decision to grant the charter. Failure to begin providing educational instruction accordingly may result in the revocation of the charter.


The Applicant acknowledges that if approved to operate a charter school, the Applicant must provide the number of days of instruction as approved in the application
within the State’s fiscal year that begins July 1st and ends June 30th. Failure to do so may result in revocation of the charter.


Application Agreement Signature
William Gregory 12/01/2014


Name of Charter Holder Entity Eligible for Replication
Legacy Traditional School - Maricopa


Name of Replication Model School
Legacy Traditional School - Casa Grande


Name of Proposed Charter School
Legacy Traditional School -Surprise


Will the replication charter be held by the existing entity?
No, a new entity will hold the replication charter. (Complete Section A below)


A: New Entity and Corporate Principals


Statement of Consistency
By checking this box, I understand and agree that the Replication Application process requires the organizational structure of the new entity to be consistent with
the organizational structure of the existing entity.


Name of New Entity
Legacy Traditional School - Surprise


Authorized Representative for New Entity
William Gregory


Email: bill@legacytraditional.org


Authorized Representative Mailing Address
3502 S Gilbert Rd



http://online.asbcs.az.gov/forms/download_zip/15190





Replication Application
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3. Governance Structure


Chandler, AZ 85286


County
Maricopa


Day Time Phone
480-270-5438


Fax
480-365-0502


Form of Organization
Non Profit Corporation


Entity Type
Domestic Corporation


Charter Principals Background Information
Upload all required background information for each Officer, Director, Member, or Partner of the new entity.


Charter Principals
Jenni Ferrin


Email: jenboo193@gmail.com


Cory Theobald
Email: cory.theobald@asu.edu


/Degree


Nathan Schlink
Email: ClassicBroncoMan@gmail.com


Derek Samuel
Email: dereksamuel86@yahoo.com


Required Exhibits for A:
Download File — A copy of Arizona filing required to conduct business in Arizona by the Arizona Corporation
Download File — A copy of current Corporate Bylaws
Download File — Minutes of the board of the existing entity authorizing application for replication


Statement of Consistency
By checking this box, I understand and agree that the Replication Application process requires the governance structure of the new school to be consistent with
the governance structure of the Replication Model School.



http://online.asbcs.az.gov/forms/file/forms/replication-application/14925/required_exhibits_a_sur-corp-com1412101519.pdf

http://online.asbcs.az.gov/forms/file/forms/replication-application/14925/required_exhibits_a_surb-laws1412101519.pdf

http://online.asbcs.az.gov/forms/file/forms/replication-application/14925/required_exhibits_a_cg-bmm1412101519.pdf





Replication Application
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4. Education Service Provider


5. Educational Plan


Answer the following question by checking the appropriate box and completing any additional information requested.


How will the governance structure of the new school relate to the Replication Model School?
The new school will be operated by a new entity described in Section A, and have a new, separate governing body which will follow the same membership structure and
responsibilities as the current governing body. (Complete Section B)


B: New Governing Body


Bill Gregory (Charter Organization)
Nathan Schlink (Parents)
Jenni Ferrin (Parents)
Cory Theobald (Parents)
Derek Samuel (Community)


Does the existing entity have a relationship with an ESP?
Yes - Contractual (Complete Section C.1)


C.1: Education Service Providers -- Contractual Relationship


Statement of Consistency
By checking this box, I understand and agree the Replication Application process requires that the contractual relationship of the replication charter with an ESP
to be consistent with the contractual relationship of the existing entity with an ESP.


What is the name of the ESP?
Charter for Excellence


Required Exhibits for C.1
Download File — Copy of the service agreement


C.2: Education Service Providers -- Governance Relationship


Statement of Consistency
By checking this box, I understand and agree the Replication Application process requires that any governance relationship of the replication charter with an ESP
to be consistent with the governance relationship of the existing entity with an ESP.


What is the name of the ESP?
Charter for Excellence


Describe the nature of the governance relationship:
Legacy Traditional School - Maricopa was founded on the vision to “positively impact the education of every student.” Its mission is to “provide motivated students with
the opportunity to achieve academic excellence in an accelerated, back-to-basics, safe learning environment taught be caring, knowledgeable and highly effective
educators in cooperation with supportive, involved parents.” This vision and mission has led to eight highly performing associate schools throughout Arizona. To best
replicate the success of these schools and to implement efforts to improve public education in Arizona that provides quality educational choices, Legacy Traditional
Schools establishes an agreement with Charter for Excellence to provide charter school management services to include School Development, Financial Services, Human
Resource Services, Information Systems Support, Facilities Management, Food Services, Government Accountability and Compliance. The local school board retains the
authority over all operations and employees. The charter school representative and Board member Bill Gregory is also the Executive Director of Charter for Excellence.
The governance relationship of Legacy Traditional School – Surprise with Charter for Excellence is consistent with the Legacy Traditional School – Casa Grande’s
governance relationship with Charter for Excellence.


Required Exhibits for C.2
Download File — List of all Arizona schools that the ESP currently manages


Target Population and Enrollment of New School


Statement of Consistency
By checking this box, I understand and agree that the Replication Application process requires the target population of the new school may be similar to the
population of the Replication Model School, and that differences must be addressed in responses to the questions below.


Statement of Consistency
By checking this box, I understand and agree that the Replication Application process requires the enrollment policies of the new school to be consistent with the
enrollment policies of the Replication Model School, and that enrollment of students cannot begin until the charter is signed.


Grades Requested for Replication Charter Contract
K
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th



http://online.asbcs.az.gov/forms/file/forms/replication-application/14925/required_exhibits_c1_sur-esp-agre1412103187.docx

http://online.asbcs.az.gov/forms/file/forms/replication-application/14925/required_exhibits_c2_sur-list-of-az-scho-esp-mana1412103187.docx
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6. Operational and Business Plan


Enrollment Cap
1440


Grades Served Year 1
K-8


Projected Enrollment Cap Year 1
1008


Grades Served Year 2
K-8


Projected Enrollment Cap Year 2
1152


Grades Served Year 3
K-8


Projected Enrollment Cap Year 3
1296


School Calendar Type
Standard


If alternative calendar, describe in 10 words or less:


Instructional Days
180


Target Start Date
07/30/2015


School Characteristics
Back to Basics


Target Population and Enrollment of New School Narrative — Download File


Program of Instruction


Statement of Consistency
By checking this box, I understand and agree that the Replication Application process requires that the Educational Plan of the new entity and school to be
consistent with the Educational Plan of the existing entity and Replication Model School.


Mission Statement
Legacy Traditional School’s mission is to provide motivated students with the opportunity to achieve academic excellence in an accelerated, back-to-basics, safe learning
environment taught by caring, knowledgeable and highly effective educators in cooperation with supportive, involved parents.


Program of Instruction Narrative — Download File


Operational Plan Narrative — Download File


Facility Acquisition for New School


Has a confirmed facility been acquired for the new school?
No (Complete Section D.2)


D.1: Confirmed Facility


Address of Confirmed Facility


Required Exhibits for D.1:
No documents were uploaded.


D.2: Planned Facility


Identify the proposed location of new school by providing cross streets that would be the center of a 2.5 mile radius.
The intersection of Bullard and Cactus Road, Surprise, AZ 85379


Planned Facility Narrative — Download File


Business Plan


Does the financial performance of the existing entity meet the Board’s financial performance expectations?
Yes (Skip Section E)


E. Business Plan for Expansion


Required Exhibits for E



http://online.asbcs.az.gov/forms/file/forms/replication-application/14925/target_enrollment_narrative.docx

http://online.asbcs.az.gov/forms/file/forms/replication-application/15098/educational_plan_narrative.docx

http://online.asbcs.az.gov/forms/file/forms/replication-application/14925/operational_plan_narrative.docx

http://online.asbcs.az.gov/forms/file/forms/replication-application/14925/planned_facility_narrative.docx
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7. Additional Information


No documents were uploaded.


Additional Information
Do not complete this section unless specifically directed to do so in the application being completed.





		az.gov

		Replication Application












 


 
LTS- Casa Grande Replication:  Marley Park 
  


1.    The name of the ESP:  CFE Management Group, LLC. 


2.    A description of the history of the relationship between the applicant entity and the ESP. 


CFE Management Group has been managing LTS-Casa Grande since 2009 to ensure that the 


school is professionally managed and operated in accordance with the requirements of the 


Charter School Contract, state and federal laws as well as the requirements of local municipal 


and/or county ordinances which may be applicable to the operation of the school and its facilities. 
  


3.    A description of the responsibilities of the ESP. 


CFE Management Group shall provide supervision and manage the following areas:  school 


development, school brand/marketing, financial services, human resource services, IT support, 


facilities management and food services. 
  


4.    A description of the responsibilities of the applicant entity. 


LTS-Casa Grande has a non-profit school board who oversees CFE Management Group; they 


approve all hiring decisions, budgets and policy changes. 
  


5.    A description of any fees charged by the ESP. 


CFE Management Group charges a fixed per student fee for all management services, the fee is 


approved by the non- profit board and is renewed every three years. 
  


6.    A description of any performance expectation to be met by schools managed by the ESP. 


The LTS- Casa Grande School Board has imposed the following goals: 
 All schools are A rated 
 Meet academic and financial framework 
 Teachers are highly qualified 
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AGENDA ITEM:  Replication Application – Legacy Traditional School – Maricopa  


Legacy Traditional School - Maricopa. (LTS-Maricopa) submitted a complete replication application on September 
30, 2014. The corporate entity seeks a charter for a new entity, Legacy Traditional School - Surprise, to replicate 
Legacy Traditional School – Casa Grande and to operate a school in Surprise. The school will be named Legacy 
Traditional School - Surprise and will serve students in grades K through 8. 


Replication Model School – Legacy Traditional School – Casa Grande  Grades Served – K-8 


ACADEMICS 


Legacy Traditional School – Casa Grande, the Replication Model School, is eligible to replicate based on three 
years of academic performance meeting the Board’s expectations, summarized in the table below: 


Fiscal Year Grades Served Overall Rating 


FY2014 K-8 77.50 


FY2013 K-8 76.25 


FY2012 K-8 79.38 


The Academic Dashboards of the Replication Model School is provided below: 
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To establish eligibility, the 2014 overall ratings of Associated Schools were considered, as summarized in the 
following table. 


Associated School  Charter Holder 
2014 Overall 


Rating 


Legacy Traditional School - Maricopa Legacy Traditional School - Maricopa 68.12 


Legacy Traditional Charter School – 
Athlos Academy 


Athlos Traditional Academy 80.62 


Legacy Traditional Charter School - 
Gilbert 


Legacy Traditional School - Gilbert 75 


Legacy Traditional Charter School – 
Laveen Village 


Legacy Traditional School - Laveen 
Village 


78.12 


Legacy Traditional Charter School - 
Avondale 


Legacy Traditional School - Avondale 89.38 


Legacy Traditional Charter School - 
Marana 


Legacy Traditional School - Northwest 
Tucson 


78.75 


Legacy Traditional School – Queen 
Creek 


Legacy Traditional School - Maricopa 78.12 


EDUCATIONAL PLAN  
The following summary was created from excerpts and summaries of the information submitted for the 
applicant’s Educational Plan. 


In the application, LTS - Maricopa has affirmed that the Educational Plan of the new entity and school will be 
consistent with the Educational Plan of the existing entity and Replication Model School. 


Mission – Legacy Traditional Charter School’s mission is to provide motivated students with the opportunity to 
achieve academic excellence in an accelerated, back-to-basics, safe learning environment taught by caring, 
knowledgeable and highly effective educators in cooperation with supportive, involved parents. 


Program of Instruction 
The kindergarten through eighth grade curriculum is taught using direct teaching techniques and whole class 
instruction. Their core values include work ethics, integrity, leadership, discipline, teamwork, and character. The 
“Back to Basics” academic model, emphasize high expectations, structure, patriotism, rigor, character, 
consistency and responsibility. The methods of instructional delivery are designed to meet the needs of the high 
end of the class rather than slowing the delivery pace curriculum for a few. Throughout the teaching process, 
teachers are sensitive to the needs of each individual student and carefully monitor their progress. The major 
benefit is that students receive instruction directly from a highly effective teacher, rather than from a peer, or 
through self-learning. In an effort to ensure the reliability of instruction, and the overall program of instruction, 
the school employs a full-time Principal, Assistant Principal and Instructional Coach. Students struggling are 
provided with additional help, interventions and tools to succeed. 
 
The school uses a direct instructional model, also known as “Teacher-Centered Instruction” for all grades. The 
Teacher-Centered Instruction is a highly focused method of direct instruction and scripted strategy which 
provides a fast pace and constant interaction between the teachers and students. ” In keeping with the Direct 
Instructional model, Legacy Traditional School – Casa Grande uses a method of instruction that features 
incremental skill introduction which provides sequential learning through progressive complex concepts and 
skills.  The program features a structured curriculum, aligned to Arizona College and Career Ready (ACCR) 
Standards), which develops a solid foundation of key skills and focuses on the achievement of high level thinking 
abilities. As a back-to-basics program of instruction, an elevated emphasis is placed on Reading, Writing and 
Mathematics.  In addition to the special emphasis on core subjects, the school teaches Social Studies, Science, 
Physical Education, Music, Visual and Performing Arts, Library/Research, Computers, and Foreign Language.  The 
back-to-basics Language Arts curriculum utilizes the evidence based Spalding International LA program. This 
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phonics based curriculum is comprised of daily grammar instruction, spelling, vocabulary, continued reading 
fluency, comprehension instruction, and the six (6) traits of writing. This curriculum builds upon the skills 
mastered in the previous grades/lessons and continues to expand the knowledge of each student. The back-to-
basics Mathematics curriculum utilizes the evidence based Saxon program. This comprehensive, sequential and 
spiraling curriculum exceeds the requirements of the ACCR Standards and provides for a continual flow of 
learning through the incremental introduction of new concepts and ideas, which are mastered through daily 
practice. Mastery of each unit is required of every student, with mastery being 80% or higher. Through this 
approach, students can review daily what they learned previously, and add a new piece of knowledge to their 
vast growing storehouse of information. (Presented in the application portfolio: C. Educational Plan: Sections 9-1 
and 9-2). 


Target Population  
LTCS has affirmed that the target population of the new school will be similar to the population of the 
Replication Model School. Legacy Traditional School- Surprise will target students within five miles of the 
intersection of Bullard and Cactus Road, Surprise, AZ 85379.   The area within this five mile radius includes 
portions of the Dysart Unified and Peoria Unified schools districts and it is anticipated that the student 
population of Legacy Traditional School- Surprise will be similar to those two districts as indicated in the 
enrollment census:  Ethnicity: 56% White, 32% Hispanic, 2% Asian, 9% African American, and 1% American 
Indian.  38 % of the student population is eligible for free or reduced-price lunch, 3% are English Language 
Learners and 14% are receiving SPED services.  The majority of the students will be primarily neighborhood 
students in that they are expected to live/travel within 5 miles of the school, however there may be a small 
percentage of students who will live/travel greater than ten miles of Legacy Traditional School- Surprise.  
 
Legacy Traditional School (LTS) schools have demonstrated the ability to implement its back-to-basics program 
of instruction to students in Kindergarten through eighth grade with over 8000 students enrolled in eight, “A” 
rated associated schools located throughout the state. LTS has the experience, infrastructure and capacity to 
meet the needs of this target population. The needs will be met by executing a complete replication of the 
implemented program of instruction seen at each of Legacy’s schools. The key components of a proven formula 
that will be utilized to identify the initial essentials of the target population include communication, stakeholder 
engagement, professional development, assessment, data analysis, remediation, implementation and 
accountability. (Presented in the application portfolio: C. Educational Plan: Section 9-3 and D. 
Target_Enrollment: Sections 7-1 and 7-2). 


Enrollment History – The table below summarize enrollment in the last five years, based on ADE 100th day ADM 
for the replication model school. FY 2015 enrollment is based on estimated counts. The enrollment cap is 1440: 
 


  
(Data provided by Arizona Department of Education) 
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Enrollment Policies – In the application, LTCS has affirmed that enrollment policies of the new school will be 
consistent with the enrollment policies of the Replication Model School. Beginning August 2014, Legacy 
Traditional School – Surprise will initiate an interest list of perspective students enrolling in the 2015-2016 
school year.  Upon Arizona State Board for Charter Schools’ issuance of the replication charter, LTS – Surprise 
will begin enrolling Kindergarten through 8th grades for the inaugural school year. Clear and transparent 
enrollment practices outlined in Section 7-4 will be communicated at various community interest meetings, 
expressed in the student handbook and provided on the LTS website. (Presented in the application portfolio: D. 
Target_Enrollment: Sections 7-4 and 7-5). 


Proposed Growth Plan for Proposed School 


Fiscal Year Grades Served Projected Full Enrollment 


2016 K-8 1008 


2017 K-8 1152 


2018 K-8 1296 


OPERATIONAL PLAN 
The following summary was created from excerpts and summaries of the documents submitted for the 
applicant’s Operational Plan. 


LTS - Maricopa is an Arizona non-profit corporation that was incorporated on May 15, 2009. LTS - Maricopa 
currently holds three charters, which each operate school sites in Casa Grande, Maricopa and Queen Creek.  
In the application, LTS - Maricopa has affirmed that the organizational structure and governance structure of the 
replication charter will be consistent with the organizational and governance structure of the existing charter.  


Charter Holder Entity for Replication Charter 
The replication charter will be held by Legacy Traditional School - Surprise, which is a new entity. LTS - Surprise is 
a non-profit corporation that was incorporated on September 29, 2014 for the purpose of operating a charter 
school, with four Directors: Jenni Ferrin, Cory Theobald, Nathan Schlink, and Derek Samuel. (Presented in the 
application portfolio: E. Operational and Business Plans). 


BUSINESS PLAN 
The following summary was created from excerpts and summaries of the documents submitted for the 
applicant’s Business Plan. 


Site Information  


Proposed School Name: Legacy Traditional School - Surprise  


Proposed Location: Intersection of Bullard and Cactus Road, Surprise, AZ 85379 


Proposed Facility: The new facility will consist of 40 classrooms, a multipurpose room, office 
space, and two separate playgrounds for K-1 and 2-6; totaling 70,000 sq. ft.  


Financial Performance of Applicant 
The Charter Holder met the Board’s financial performance expectations based on the review of the fiscal year 
2013 audit based on the adopted revisions to the Financial Framework in October 2014. LTS – Maricopa also met 
the Board’s financial performance expectations based on the review of the fiscal year 2014 audit, which is 
provided for the Board’s information. 
 


BOARD OPTIONS 


Option 1: The Board may approve the replication application package. Staff recommends the following language 
for consideration: I move, based on the information contained in the Board materials and presented today, that 
the Board approve the replication application and grant the replication charter to Legacy Traditional School - 
Surprise to establish Legacy Traditional School - Surprise charter school to serve grades K-8.  
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Option 2: The Board may deny the replication application. The following language is provided for consideration: I 
move, based on the information contained in the Board materials and presented today, that the Board deny the 
request for the replication charter of Legacy Traditional School - Maricopa to establish a charter school for the 
reason:  


 (list the specific reasons the Board may have found during its consideration).  








List of all Arizona schools that the ESP currently manages. 


 Athlos Traditional Academy 


 Legacy Traditional School – Maricopa 


 Legacy Traditional School –Casa Grande 


 Legacy Traditional School –Queen Creek 


 Legacy Traditional School –Avondale 


 Legacy Traditional School –Tucson 


 Legacy Traditional School –Laveen  


 Legacy Traditional School –Gilbert 


 





